Delivering quality,
driving improvement,
managing change

making the difference

Your trusted partner
We have 20 years’ experience of delivering Quality, driving Improvement
and managing Change across the rail sector - for example, at Great
Western Railway and on Network Rail Crossrail.
We are a global professional services organisation with 16 office in mainland UK:
n P
 roviding industry best-practice Quality, Improvement and Change
management consultancy services to rail and infrastructure organisations
n S
 upporting clients like Network Rail that invest in, own and operate major
assets – helping them drive on-quality, on-time and on-cost
n B
 ringing experienced and hands-on experts who have done it before in
complex sectors and similar organisational environments
n D
 ealing with challenging issues that have proved difficult to tackle in the past
n Transferring knowledge and embedding capability in your teams.
With complete independence from the supply-chain, we are trusted to drive
better business outcomes for clients across all the sectors we support. We assist
rail clients, supply chains, operators, owners and their customers worldwide.
We also support other high visibility transport sector clients such as the
Department for Transport, Transport for London, Merseytravel, Transport
Scotland and Strathclyde Passenger Transport.

Turner & Townsend has been supporting Network Rail for
several years. On the Crossrail on-surface works programme,
we provided expertise, capability and capacity on a range of
initiatives – which included:

Network Rail’s
Crossrail
on-surface
works –
Change, Quality
and Process
Improvement

n I dentification of over £13m in cashable benefits as a result
of our process improvement work
n E
 xtensive consultation and stakeholder engagement across
delivery teams to support behavioural and process changes
n I mproved capability through career progression and
upskilling, leading to staff promotions
n D
 elivery of 33 training courses
n P
 rogramme and project assurance to provide ongoing
confidence that key processes are embedded.

Delivering
quality
Through specialist quality expertise, we assist our clients to improve their
quality maturity through operational frameworks, policies, and
procedures – supported by an assurance culture:
Define and
Improve

Optimise

Excel

Help cascade
the quality
vision and
strategic
priorities

Guide
maturity
strategy, plan
and journey to
the desired
level

Achieve
quality
resilience,
innovation and
‘best in class’

Quality
Management
Systems and
Certification

Improve
organisation,
programme
and project
quality control

Integrate
across all
business
processes

Support the
achievement
of Total
Quality
Management

Quality
Processes and
Procedures

Enable
process
efficiency and
effectiveness
improvements

Support data
and metric
collection,
analysis and
use

Establish and
roll-out a
value added
model and
processes

Knowledge
Transfer

Assist
awareness and
understanding
at all levels of
Network Rail

Deliver
development
media, routes
and workshops

Provide deepdive training,
coaching and
mentoring

Help raise
motivation
and ensure
compliance

Support
collaboration
and
empowerment

Enable a root
cause thinking
and learning
culture

Improve and
verify Level 1
Lines of
Assurance

Develop and
verify Level 2
Lines of
Assurance

Integrate full
assurance
with
enterprise risk

Quality Maturity

Enabling
Behaviours and
Culture

Quality
Governance

Driving
improvement
Through Lean and other continuous improvement methodologies, we
help teams improve their performance by focusing on behaviours to
sustain best practices across infrastructure projects and operations:
Foundation and
Control

Improve and
Optimise

Excellence

Apply
measures to
drive
decisions

Demonstrate
ownership as
a team for
improvement
plans

Work with
supply chain
partners to
drive
performance

Lean Leadership
and Capability

Engage in the
pursuit of
‘better every
day’

Lead issue
resolution as a
cohesive team

Achieve best
in class
results and
action all
opportunities

Performance
Management

Drive targets
through
performance
reviews

Pursue best
practice
sharing and
track results

Embed a
constant
challenge for
greater value

Continuous
Improvement

Close simple
actions by
habit using
action plans

Embrace a
mind-set of
root cause
problem
solving

Embed a
culture of
Continuous
Improvement

Operating Model
Development

Plan and
resource all
key processes
adequately

Match end-toend activities
to strategic
objectives

Align and
adapt people,
processes and
systems

Evaluation and
Learning

Conduct
reviews and
share the
lessons learnt

Challenge
existing ways
of working
openly across
teams

Innovate to
pursue new
customer
needs and
opportunities

Business
Improvement
and Lean
Maturity

Managing
change
Through our in-depth capability and expertise, we help clients manage
and embed change across major capital programmes including heavy
engineering and technical operating environments:
Set up

Optimise

Embed and Close

Benefit
Realisation

Identify and
define
opportunities

Track and
optimise
benefits

Embed
sustainable
benefits

Leadership and
Direction

Create vision
and establish
sponsoring
body

Embed change
governance
and reporting

Agree action
plans to
embed new
skills

Design
structure,
roles and
responsibilities

Establish
processes and
systems

Instil new
ways of
working as
BAU

People and
Capability

Define and
build the
team,
establish
leadership
programme

Develop the
capability,
coach and
mentor
change
leaders

Retain
resources and
drive
performance

Culture and
Behaviour

Set values and
behaviours

Anchor new
ways of
working

Celebrate
success to
reinforce
behaviour

Communication
and
Development

Create a sense
of urgency

Enlist the
‘volunteer
army’ to gain
buy-in

Communicate
lessons learnt
and leave
lasting legacy

Organisation
Design and
Development

Building your
capability
Our approach to knowledge transfer and building capability is tailored to our
clients’ needs, cultures and ways of working. We work closely with you to design
and roll-out a solution that delivers the biggest impact at the optimal pace:
Knowledge shares, ‘lunch and learn’ sessions, seminars
Running a knowledge share programme involving presentations on
non-confidential best practice and learning from other clients leading to
discussions on how those learnings can be embedded in your
organisation.

Communities of Practice (COPs)
Developing targeted COPs which can be accessed by a range of different
teams, providing access to best practice resources and knowledge,
seminars and a collaborative forum to share ideas, and industry
developments.

On the job training
Acting as coaches, assisting teams in exploring and challenging
assumptions, and implementing continuous improvement plans.

Formal training
Training on the principles, processes, practices and tools required to
implement the required improvements.

Learning-by-doing
Providing highly experienced hands-on improvement support and
expertise to facilitate and educate in the application of Quality, Business
Improvement and Change Management approaches.

Mentoring and wider skills coaching
Highly qualified specialists providing coaching and mentoring which is
aligned to personal goals, professional objectives, and your
organisation’s strategic objectives and performance process.

Transferring experience
Turner & Townsend helped deliver an ambitious quality
programme using multiple principles, platforms and
media to:

Infrastructure
– Quality
Management,
Assurance and
Business
Improvement on
smart
motorways

n R
 aise quality awareness and a continual improvement ethos
n I dentify, quantify and consolidate the processes of
programme and project quality management and
assurance
n Define quality training needs, develop and deliver training
n Implement a compliance, review and assurance model
n Drive quality maturity, and supply chain performance
n A
 ct as source of authoritative advice on quality systems
and best practice.

Turner & Townsend supported the HS2 Central Region on
preparing for and the managing the main works civils contract
– by focusing on improving results and practices through:

Rail – Lean
Leadership,
Continuous
Improvement
and Change
Management on
enabling works

n Lean leadership and team behavioural development
n T
 argeted initiatives to better align the organisation, solve
problems, drive performance and deliver efficiencies
n T
 he introduction and development of visual measures and
targets, together with a framework of performance
management routines
n A
 governance structure to guide improvement and change
efforts, and create a Lean Continuous Improvement
capability.

Turner & Townsend assisted in driving productivity and supply
chain behaviours on the track upgrade near Bristol – by
providing ‘hands on’ support to the team on site to:

Rail Supply
Chain – Quality,
Performance
Improvement
and Change
Management
during the build

n Diagnose

performance, identify opportunities and improve
n Engage

the wider supply chain team through collaborative
planning and performance management
n Unlock

significant productivity gains, embed change and
recover time and cost
n Deliver

an increase in the number of activities completed
each day from 53 to 85 on average and a reduction in build
time from 26 to 22 weeks.
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